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preface
This document has been distilled down from a 52-page International Finance Corporation document, “Creating the
Foundations for a Linkage Program in a Rural Setting: Lessons Learned from the Early stages of the Ahafo Linkages
Program in Ghana”. It is strongly recommended to consult with and/or directly involve personnel from the IFC during
this process. This is not an official International Finance Corporation document, nor has it been endorsed by the IFC,
and the entire contents of this Quick Sheet are credited to the IFC. If you begin to do work in this area, we suggest
referring back to the original document, which can be found here:
http://www.commdev.org/business-linkages-practice-note-creating-foundations-linkage-program-rural-setting
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1. introduction: key considerations from
the outset
The main elements of a local procurement development
program are:

Highlighted Advice
•

1. Local suppliers development
°° Building the capacity of selected local micro,
small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) so that
they are better positioned to win contracts on a
competitive basis
2. Local economic development
°° Building the capacity of local MSMEs engaged
in non-mining related activities, such as brick
production to help develop a diversified economy
3. Institutional capacity building
°° Strengthening a local business association and
local consulting services to address the lack or
very low ability of business support services to the
business community (i.e. a local credit union)

•

•

•

•

Pursue a targeted approach to identifying suppliers
in specific sectors to optimize resources and
generate synergies among local companies.
Think about a clear strategy for access to finance
once the new micro, small and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) are ready to get into business.
°° A locally controlled financial institution such as
a credit union will be central to the long-term
success of this program and should be a focus
intervention of the company.
Maintain rigorous conditions for entry into the
supplier database to ensure that only qualified
MSMEs are on record.
Plan regular communication of the upcoming
pipeline of local procurement opportunities to
give local MSMEs enough time to prepare for bid
opportunities and to have realistic expectations
about the size of contracts available.
Set up a payment mechanism or timeline that is
favorable to local companies. A shorter payment
period (i.e. 15 days) may be more appropriate for
the cash flow situations of smaller enterprises.
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2. getting started: at feasibility phase
Step 1: Scoping

Step 2: Program Design

•

•
•

•

Undertake a rapid scoping to understand if the
prevailing economic, business and social conditions
are conducive for a local procurement program.
Start as early as possible (preferably before the
construction phase) to design a linkages program
to help align large contractors with the company’s
strategy for optimizing local content.

This exercise should review relevant data/information to
initially assess:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Involve a local expert.
Plan for early review of the program design to get
internal feedback.
Try to get input from eventual end-user departments
of the locally procured goods to become familiar
with their requirements for goods and services.
Keep identification and development of an exit
strategy at the forefront of program design wherever
possible.

The procurement process
Business practices at the local level against the
standards generally accepted by companies
The presence of local businesses able to supply
goods and services to large companies
The presence and capabilities of local business
organizations and institutions such as chambers of
commerce and financial institutions

Tip: It is seen as critical to manage expectations by
using a well thought-out, standardized approach
when engaging with local entrepreneurs or hopeful
entrepreneurs.
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Step 3: Management Commitment
•

Find people who will support local procurement at all
levels in the company.
°° It is important to have buy-in across the company.
Explain the hugely important link between the
provision of local economic benefits and the
project’s ongoing social license to operate.

Tip: Come implementation time, one of the biggest
challenges in making local procurement programs
successful is getting buy-in from middle management,
particularly those at site level. Communicate with these
personnel regularly to understand what they need the
program to deliver in terms of quality/quantity of goods
and services, and to ensure that they understand the
importance of the program to the overall strategic
objectives of the company.

Step 4: Communication and Managing
Expectations
•

•

Take into account local culture when deciding the
program approach to engaging communities and
introducing concepts such as competitiveness and
competition.
Recognize the central importance of communicating
clearly with communities about the development of
a local procurement program in order to manage
expectations and promote understanding of what
the process will entail. Develop solid communication
strategies for both internal and external purposes.

Tip: Confidence from the community will not be
immediate and will never be achieved across the
board. Local stakeholders will naturally be skeptical
about programs for local entrepreneurs that are based
on competitive bidding processes. Yet, once the
program implementation starts and the program staff
starts building relations with the local community, and
initial bid and capacity building training is completed,
the community should start to appreciate the
transparency of the process.
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3. towards construction
It is strongly recommended to refer to the full IFC
document at this time, if not prior to, in order to get
a more complete picture of the required elements in
a successful local procurement program. Included in
the full document are helpful, user-friendly templates
and examples that can be readily adapted to different
companies’ needs.
Step 5: Organizational and Support
Structures

The Communications and Community Relations teams
need a clear and measurable role in the implementation
of linkages programs. During program implementation,
these teams can play an important role in the smooth
implementation of the linkages program at various levels
such as:
•
•
•

•

•

Establish a local suppliers and contractors
development unit.
°° The earlier such a unit is established, the better it
will be for the success of the program.
°° This unit can design procurement systems which
meet the characteristics and needs of smaller
vendors.
Dedicate specific staff or ensure that
communications staff are marketing the program
and managing expectations within the community
and company.

•

Marketing the program and its process effectively
Managing community expectations regarding what
the program can and cannot do for them
Ensuring that a consistent message regarding the
program and its activities is given to the community
Troubleshooting during times of conflict

It is highly recommended that there be an IFC project
manager on the ground to help move the program
towards implementation and to get both the commercial
and capacity building activities off the ground. Establish
a Steering Committee, normally consisting of senior staff
chosen amongst the stakeholders that are responsible
for the design and implementation of the linkages
program.
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4. implementation
One of the key success factors in local procurement
programs is the creation of a special unit within the
lead company to focus on local suppliers development
and contracting: the Local Suppliers and Contractors
Development (LS&CD) Unit, located within a Supply
Chain Management Department. This staff will be
dedicated to optimizing local content, in addition to the
following functions:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Establishing customized procedures for the
company to buy locally
Making it easier to obtain internal “buy-in” from endusers for local content
Educating local suppliers on the client’s standards of
doing business
Actively promoting the business opportunities the
company can offer local MSMEs, either directly or
indirectly
Fostering the competitiveness of local MSMEs
Helping make MSMEs legally compliant suppliers
Contributing to MSME’s market diversification
Troubleshooting with MSMEs making bids
Managing MSMEs that fail to get a contract with the
company

Two Key Recommendations:
1. Choosing the right person to be manager of the
LS&CD Unit is key.
2. A Senior Purchasing Officer is necessary
Core External Communications:
•
•
•
•

Managing expectations of local businesses
Communicating upcoming opportunities
Announcing results for bids
Developing a feedback mechanism to deal with
losing companies

Core Internal Communications:
•
•

Marketing the unit and its work within the company
Creating buy-in from every end-user to support
local procurement, particularly middle management,
which often does not understand the motivation of
such program
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